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Overview
The Deep Learning Image Classification Environment (DICE) provides users the ability to import plankton images from CPICS instruments, view ROIs (region
of interests) by time and events, setup classification labels and manage image datasets, and provides tools for building, training, and validating deep learning
models used for automatic image classification.
To start DICE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect a monitor to the HDMI port
Connect a USB mouse and keyboard to the USB2 ports on the other side of the unit.
Confirm that the external hardrive is connected to the USB3 port (blue).
Power-on the DICE unit with the power button on the front-panel. The system will boot-up and automatically login as user dice.
Double-click on the Firefox web-browser icon from the left-panel, and the DICE main home page will appear (see below). If the main page does not
appear in the browser, either click on the home icon or go to following url: 127.0.0.1/cpics-bin/viewer.pl
Note: If accessing DICE remotely over a LAN, either GbE1 or GbE2 port may be used with ip address of 192.168.0.101 or 192.168.0.102 respectively.

Example DICE Main Page

The DICE main home page provides a short description of DICE, some example images, and towards the bottom of the display are links to the administrative
utilities for importing data from CPICS, Managing Dice datasets, Admin tools, and a link to the Dice Manual. The Sync Manager is used to import data from a
CPICS instrument into a dataset on DICE, the DataSet Manager is used to manage datasets (create, edit, delete), the Admin page provides a few tools to monitor
system usage, set time and reboot or power-off DICE. At the bottom of the DICE main home page is a list of available datasets. Click on a dataset link to view
and classify images within the Deep Learning Image Classification Environment.
To shutdown DICE
1. If running from the console, close all windows including Firefox. Click on the Ubuntu control-panel icon on the top-right of the desktop and select
'ShutDown'. Then click on'ShutDown' to confirm.
2. If running remotely from another computer, go to the Dice Admim utility and click on the PowerOff Dice button.

CPICS Sync Manager
The CPICS Sync Manager is used to import data from a CPICS instrument into a dataset on DICE. The Sync Manager
application can be started from either the main DICE page (under the Administrative Utilities) or from the CPICS viewer
under Related Links. Below is a snapshot of the Sync Manager interface.

When the Sync Manager first starts, it displays a user interface form and itemizes the steps necessary to import data from
CPICS into a DICE dataset. It will also try to verify communications to the CPICS unit automatically. To copy data from the
CPICS instruments, the complete steps are as follows:
1. Connect a CPICS instrument into the GbE1 port on DICE. Lights on the Ethernet port should light up.
2. Verify the CPICS IP Address, Username, and Password on the form. The standard CPICS IP address is set by default,
but this can be changed in case you have another CPICS unit with a different IP address. Press the Test
Communication button to confirm that communications to the CPICS instrument is OK. If a green 'Network
Communications with CPICS Instrument OK' is shown and there are no other errors, continue with step 3.

Network Communication Status

Action

Network Communications with CPICS
Instrument OK

No action required. If no other errors, proceed to setp 3.

No Network Communications with CPICS
Instrument

Check Ethernet port, network cable, power to cpics, or
CPICS/DICE IP address

CPICS username and password must be
specified

Specify username and password

3. Select a Dataset from the Copy to Dataset pull-down list or create a new one with the Dataset Manager. The Dataset
Manager can be launched either from the DICE main page (under the Administrative Utilties) or from the CPICS
viewer under Related Links. Refer to the Dataset Manager documentation on how to create a new dataset.
4. Once the Dataset is selected, click on the 'Copy CPICS Data' button to start the copy process. Be patient - this can
take a long time to copy, especially if there is a large amount of data on CPICS. Note: this will only copy files
from CPICS to the DICE Dataset that have not already been copied, so subsequent copies may be considerably faster.
When done, a complete status list of files copied will be shown (see below). Click on 'CPICS Viewer' to view the imported
data or proceed with the Classify Manager under Related Links.

5. After CPICS Data has been copied and if there was an auxilarily CTD attached to CPICS, manually merge the CTD
Data to be able to view Enviromental Data Plots. Select the Aux Inst Type. Then Verify the Dataset selected, and use
the 'Copy to Dataset' from the menu above to select a different Dataset. Merge all the CTD data by pressing the
'Merge All CTD Data' or fill in the CTD start/end dates with yyyymmdd and press 'Merge CTD by Date'. Note, be
patient as it can take a long time to merge CTD data. Also note that the CPICS instrument does not need to be
connected, and merging the CTD Data can be done anytime.

Dataset Manager
The DICE Dataset Manager is used to manage datasets (create, delete, and edit dataset configurations) that reside on DICE. The Dataset Manager application can be started from either the main DICE page (under the
Administrative Utilities) or from the CPICS viewer under Related Links. Below is a snapshot of the Dataset Manager interface.

When the Dataset Manager first starts, it displays a user interface form and lists all of the available datasets defined in the DICE configuration file. If the CPICS Viewer link is clickable for a particular dataset, then the
data is available on-line for that dataset. You can manually edit a dataset configuration, delete it, or create a new dataset configuration (note that you need to use the Sync Manager to actually import the data). Each of
these activies are described in more detail below.
1. CPICS Viewer - click on this link to view a particular dataset with the CPICS viewer. If the link is gray and not clickable, it indicates that there is no data on DICE for that dataset.
2. To EDIT a dataset configuration, click on the 'Edit' icon. A form showing the configuration items will be shown. As an example, the 'Edit' icon for the testDataset is selected (see below). Title, Description, Location,
and instrument information can be easily changed. It is not recommended
to manually change any paths. Note checking the CPICS Viewer Public allows the dataset to be shown on the main DICE page and is recommended for easy access to that dataset.

3. To DELETE a dataset configuration and associated datafiles, click on the 'Trash' icon. A delete form will be displayed and requires confirmation before anything is deleted. As an example, the 'Trash' icon for the
testDataset is selected (see below). This will permanently delete all dataset files, press the 'Confirm Delete' button to continue. If the Delete Dataset is pressed, the dataset configuration and its files will be deleted.
To Cancel the Delete operation, press the 'Cancel' button.

4. To CREATE a new dataset configuration entry, click on the 'New Dataset' button in the Dataset Manager. A new dataset form will be displayed, but there are only a few fields that need to be entered or updated as
indicated with a blue asteriks. The form on the left is the initial New Dataset form that is displayed, and the form on is one where the fields have been filled-out (Dataset, Title, and Desc). Note that the Dataset name
is used as a filename path to store the dataset data so it should be concise and not include any spaces or special characters such as punctuation.

Sample Initial New Dataset Form
When done entering the information, click on the 'Add New Dataset' button to add the new dataset, or press the 'Cancel' button to cancel the process.
To go back to the CPICS viewer, click on the 'CPICS Viewer' link in the upper right of the Dataset Manager.

Sample Filled-out Form

Data Import Manager
The Data Import Manager is used to import data from instruments (other than CPICS) into a dataset on DICE. Select a supported
instrument and follow the instrument-specific directions. The Data Import Manager application can be started from the main DICE page
(under the Administrative Utilities). Below is a snapshot of the Data Import Manager interface with the VPR instrument and import VPR
Data from Disk selected.

When the Data Import Manager first starts, it displays a user interface form with a list of supported instruments and a list of iitemized
instrument-specific instructions. For the VPR - Video Plankton Recorder, select either to import VPR Data from Disk or Network.
Import VPR Data from Disk
Enter the VPR Data Path, update the Year of Data (if necessary), select the Dice Dataset to import into, and then press the 'Test Data
Path' button to verify the settings.
Test VPR Path Status

Action

Test Path OK, will import
daily directories: d287 to
Dataset: testVPR using Year:
2019

Verify all the information is correct including daily directories to import,
Dice Dataset to copy to, and Year of the Data. Correct any form items if
necessary and click on the 'Import VPR Data' button to start the process

VPR Path must be specified

Specify a full VPR path name on the form

VPR Path does not exist

Check the VPR path name and be sure to use a full path name

VPR Path has *NO* daily
directories

Check the VPR path and permissions, and make sure the daily VPR dNNN
sub-directories exist

Year of Data must be specified
Specify the Year of Data (YYYY) on the form
and of the form YYYY

If the Test VPR Path is OK along with the import daily directories, Dataset, and Year, click on the 'Import VPR Data' button to start
the process.

Import VPR Data from Network
The user interface form to import the VPR Data from the Network is shown below. Enter the VPR IP Address, Username, Password,
VPR Data Path, update the Year of Data (if necessary), select the Dice Dataset to import into, and then press the 'Test
Communication' button to verify the settings.

Test Communication Status

Action

Network
Communications/Ping with
VPR Instrument OK

No action required

Test: VPR connection OK,
will import daily directories:
/data/VPR/d287
/data/VPR/d288 to Dataset:
testVPR using Year: 2019

Verify all the information is correct including daily directories to import,
Dice Dataset to copy to, and Year of the Data. Correct any form items if
necessary and click on the 'Import VPR Data' button to start the process

VPR IP address must be
specified

Specify VPR IP address

VPR username and password
must be specified

Specify username and password

***No VPR daily dirs, check
username, password, and path

Verify that the username, password, and path are correct. Double-check
that VPR daily dNNN directories exist.

No Network Communications
with VPR Data IP

Verify Ethernet port and network cable. Check that VPR IP Address is
setup correctly and accessible from Dice.

If the Test Communication results are OK, click on the 'Import VPR Data' button to start the process.

DICE Admin
The DICE Admin page provides a few tools to monitor the system usage, set time, and either reboot or power-off the system. On the left-hand is the list of available systemlevel commands. The status of the selected command is shown on the right. Note Admin page automatically displays the system information when first started.

System
Info

Data
Usage

Set Time

Reboot
DICE

Reboots the DICE computer

PowerOff
Powers-off the DICE computer. Note requires power-cycle to turn the DICE computer back on.
DICE
To go back to the CPICS viewer, click on the 'CPICS Viewer' link in the upper right of the DICE Admin page.

CPICS Viewer
The CPICS Viewer is used to view images from CPICS instruments that have imported to DICE. CPICS ROIs (regions of interest) can be viewed By Day, By Events, By Time, and By Size. Special images can be saved to highlights and reviewed. Below is a screen snapshot
of the CPICS Viewer.

ROIs by Day - When the CPICS Viewer first starts, it displays the ROIs by Day and a calendar search will be available (refer to image above). Select to view the ROIs By Time or By Size, then click on a particular date from the calendar search toolbar. The ROIs for that
date will be displayed along with hourly links that the user can click to view those images. Below each link is a count of the number of ROIs available for that hour. Clicking on a particular ROI will bring-up an image view of that ROI with its associated meta data.

There's also an option to add the ROI to the Highlights. To go back to view more ROIs, simply click on the 'Go Back' button.
ROIs by Event - This allows you to view ROIs that have been labelled for particular time periods using the Event Manager. Instead of a calendar search being displayed, a list of available events will be displayed. Simply click on an event number and the ROIs for that event
time period will be displayed. Note that viewing the ROIs by Time or by Size works the same as with ROIs by Day.

To create, edit, or delete events for this dataset, click on the Event Manager link which will bring up the Event Manager window. To Add a new event, simply click on the 'New Event' button and fill-out the form at the bottom of the page and press 'Add Event'. To edit a
particular event, click on the edit icon. To delete a particular event, click on the delete icon. Below are two screen snapshots of the Event Manager with some sample events. The first shows sample events for time-series datasets, the seconds shows sample events for CTD
casts. To go back to the CPICS Viewer, click on the 'CPICS Viewer' link.

Note the Event Manager has been updated to allow users to manully edit the events
file by clicking on the "Manually Edit" link just below the CPICS Viewer link. This
is useful for rapidly creating, copying, and editing multiple events. Simply edit the
events and press 'Update'. To go back to the Event Manager, click on the 'Event
Manager' link in the upper-right corner.

View ROIs ByTime, BySize, ByEnv - ROIs shown by ROIs by Day or ROIs by Event can be ordered and displayed by Time, by Size, and by Enviromental data (if enviromental data is available). When displaying ByEnv, select the enviromental variable of interest (eg;
Depth, Temperature, Salinity) and specify the min/max values as appropriate. Note if a min or max value is not specified, then the ROIs will be shown for the full range. If you mouse over a ROI that is displayed ByEnv, it will show the value of the enviromental variable,
Depth=10.235.

Highlights - This allows you to view ROIs that have been highlighted. ROI highlights can be added via ROIs by Day or ROIs by Event. Example ROI highlights are shown below.

Clicking on a highlight image will display the image, meta data, and any associated environmental data.

EnvData - This allows you to view Enviromental time-series plots. Locations of ROIs are superimposed on the plots and are identified by the key at the bottom of each plot. Daily plots can be selected from the calendar search on the right. Environmental plots can be
displayed for ROIs by Day and ROIs by Event. Note that the start/end times of the time-series plots can be manually specified along with x/y min:max ranges for both the Depth vs Temperature and Temperature vs Salinity plots. To view a paricular time range, both the Start
Time and End Time need to be specified. For the Depth/Temp and Temp/Salinity plots, the ranges must specify both min:max values. Note the asterix '*' can be used to auto-scale a range value. For example, to specify the Salinity range starting at 36 PSU and going to the full
range, enter 36:* for the SRange and press enter. Previously entered form values may be selected by using the up and down arrows with the cursor in any of the start/end time fields or min:max range fields.

Related Links - Related links provide easy access to other utilities within DICE. These include links to the main DICE home page, Event Manager, Classify Manager, Sync Manager, Dataset Manager, and Dice Admin.
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Classify Manager
Manage Sets, Manually Classify Images, Build/Train Models, Train/Validate, Auto Classify

Overview
The Classify Manager provides several capabilities for managing sets of images/ROIs (region of interests), manually classifying them, and provides tools for building, training, and validating
deep learning models used for automatic image classification. This overview is divided into two sections: The Process of Image Classification and the ClassifyManage Panel Layout. The rest
of the manual goes into detail for each of the control-panel options and provides some examples.

The Process of Image Classification
The process of image classification using Deep Learning can be broken down into the following components: Creating/Building Training Sets of manually labelled images; Separating those
images into Training Images for training the model and Test Images for validating the model; Building and Training a Deep Learning Classification Model using the Training Images;
Validating the Classification Model using the Validation Images; and finally, running that model over a variety of wild images (non-labelled images that have not been used for either training
nor validation). The table below provides definitions for Training Images, Test Images, Validation Images, and Wild Images all of which are used in the process of build, training, validating,
and running the image classification system.

Training Images

Test Images
Validation Images
Wild Images

Image Definitions
These are images that have been manually labelled and are used to train the classifier. The images may contain one or more objects.
Training images will be displayed with the objects highlighted and labelled with the classification name. The number of training and test
images are determined by the validation test percentage which is defined when the configuration files are built. Typically 80% of
images are set aside for training and 20% for validation although these percentages can change depending how many images per
classification are available.
These are images that have been manually labelled and are used to validate the classifier. The images may contain one or more objects.
Test images are used for validation and will be displayed with the objects highlighted and labelled with the classification name.
These are test images that have been validated by the classifier. These will be displayed with the detected objects highlighted and
labelled with the classification name and probability of detection.
These are new images that were not used in training or validating the model. These images are run with the classification model to
detect objects. Wild images will be displayed with the detected objects highlighted and labelled with the classification name and
probability of detection.

The first step is to create/build training sets which the user takes unlabelled images and manually labels/classify these images into groups. For images that have been pre-labelled by external
applications, these can be automatically imported by the ClassifyManager. The labelled images are then automatically separated into two groups called Training Images and Test Images
when the model configuration files are built. See figures below.

The next step is to build/train the model. Building the model copies the images and labels into a local repository and creates the necessary configurations files. Training the model is an
interative process and the results are monitored in real-time via the ClassifyManager. Training can take a long time to achieve good results where the training error and IOU are near or below
the recommended thresholds. The training error and IOU plots are displayed in the ClassifyManager. Note that training can take several days depending on the size of the trainingset, how fast
the system converges, and the resources available. After the model is trained, the model should be validated. Validation only takes a few minutes to run depending on the amount of the test

images in the training set. Validation results are displayed in the ClassifyManager and the validation images can be viewed for quality assurance. Note that displays of the validation results
and images are directly influenced by the validation threshold. Once the model has been built and validated, new images can be run through the Auto Classify process using the model that
was built. The process flow diagrams for training and validating the model along with the Auto Classify is shown in the figures below.

The Auto Classify generates images with objects that are labelled with their classification and probability of detection. In addition, it can also display the aubundance and size distribution by
classification. Finally, wild images can be viewed in the ClassifyManager. There are several viewing options including viewing just the cropped detection, with a specified probability of
detection threshold, by individual classification, or with the Single Image Viewer which is particularly useful for images that have multiple objects.

ClassifyManager Panel Layout

The Control-Panel is in the upper-left, and the menu options vary depending on which choice is selected. All of the menu options will list the order of operations that should be followed and
are labelled numerically. General viewing options are below those, followed by Administrative options. The Adminstriative options are hidden by default as care should be used when
applying these options. Note that both the menu and administration options will vary depending on which menu options and classes are selected.
The Class Reference Image Panel is to the right of the control-panel. This panel is only active for 'Manage Sets' and 'Manually Classify' choices, and just provides a visual reference to
classes for the other selected choices in the control-panel. When in 'Manage Sets', selecting an image from the Class Reference Image Panel will display the corresponding images such that
ROIs may be tagged and moved between or deleted from different classes. When in 'Manually Classify', selecting an image from the Class Reference Image Panel will display the
corresponding images such that ROIs may be tagged and manually classified. If a reference image icon is unavailable, then a new one can be created from either 'Manage Sets' or 'Manually
Classify' under the Admin options.
The Results Panel is the large main panel below the Control-Panel and Class Reference Image Panel and displays the results from the main options selected in the Control-Panel or Class
Reference Image Panel.

Manage Sets
The Manage Sets option within the Control-Panel, allows users to view, select, move, copy, and delete ROIs within a selected TrainingSet. It also allows users to add images to other TrainingSets. The Administrative options allow
users to clone TrainingSets, create TrainingSet Users, create/rename/delete Classes, set Reference Images, and Auto Load Images from a new dataset.

When Manage Sets is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for Manage Sets, and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated
to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel shows the sequence that should be followed. So for Manage Sets, the steps are as follows:
1. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated
2. Select an Image Class from the panel on the right (note how the Class name changes in the Control-Panel and that all the images are displayed in the Results Panel).
Clicking on an image in the Results Panel will bring-up the full resolution image. Note that each image has a selection checkbox to tag it.
3. Tag the Image(s) in the Results Panel and typically either delete the image(s) or move them to another class (note if a specific Class does not exist, one can be created
via the Admin Options)
After images are either deleted or moved from a class, the resulting image count should be reflected in the Class Reference Image Panel.

To view all the images of a specific class, select the Class Refefence Image from the Class Reference Image Panel and view the results in the Results Panel. For example, to view all images from the CalanoidCope Class:

Manually Classify
The Manually Classify option within the Control-Panel, allows users to view ROIs by time and classify selected images to a particular class. There's an option to hide already classified images. The Administrative options allow users to
Create New Classes and Set a Reference Image.

When Manually Classify is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for Manually Classify, and the Class Reference Image Panel will be
updated to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The Results Panel will also be udpated to show a calendar and availabe environment plots. The controlpanel shows the sequence that should be followed. So for Manually Classify, the steps are as follows:
1. Select the Destination Training Set from the pull-down menu and both the Class Reference Image Panel and the Results Panel will be updated
2. Select a Date/Time from the Results panel to view images. Start by the Year and Month, and then select a specific day. The hours and image counts for that day will be
displayed to the right. Click on a particular hour to view those images. If the Hide Already Classified Images option is selected, images that have already been classified
will not be displayed. Images can be displayed either ByTime or BySize (Note BySize can take longer to display). The min/max size limits are used when displaying
BySize and will only display images within those ranges. This can be useful to limit the search and reduce the time it takes to display, but is not required.
3. Select a Classification Category on the Right (note how the control-panel now shows the class). Alternatively, the Class menu can be set at anytime before the
'Classify_Selected_Images' button is pressed.
4. Tag the Image(s) in the Results Panel and press the 'Classify_Selected_Images' button which classify those images to the Class that is listed in the control-panel. If the
images belong in another class, select the correct class from the pull-down menu and then press the 'Classify_Selected_Images' button. (Note if the Hide Already
Classified Images option is selected, those images will no longer be displayed in the results panel)
After the images are Classified, the resulting image count should be reflected in the Class Reference Image Panel.
Here's an example using the Oshima dataset. Manually Classify has been selected and then November 1, 2015 at 12:00 was chosen from the calendar. For the 1200 hour, 1117 ROIs were recorded and are displayed in the Results Panel.
In this case, there is environmental data available which shows a monthly plot of depth (and other variables such a temperature or PAR could be plotted). Although hard to see in this image, there is a yellow line overlaid on the plot
indicating where the data is being displayed from. Clicking on different dates or hours from the calendar navigates through the data. Note that each image has an associated checkbox for tagging the image or images to be classified. In
this example, the copepod Class has been selected and shows-up in the Class menu on the Control-Panel. Then, two copepod images were selected and the 'Classify_Selected_Images' button from the Control Panel is ready to be
pressed to classify those images as copepods.

Build/Train Model
The Build/Train Model option within the Control-Panel, allows users to setup and build Random Forest and CDNN-Yolo models. The examples and descriptions here will be for Yolo models only. This option allows the user to
build/show a configuration/model, train the model, validate the model, and then show the initial training/test images, training results, and validation results. Note that training a model can take a long time (several days depending on
the resources available).

When Build/Train Model is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for Build/Train Model, and the Class Reference
Image Panel will be updated to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel shows the sequence that should be followed. So for
Build/Train Moedl, the steps are as follows:
1. Select the Model Type - this should be set to CDNN-Yolo
Select the validation test percentage - if set to 20%, this means that 80% of the images will be used for training and 20% for validation.
2. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and note that the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated
3. Select the Yolo Config Dir and the description for that configuration will be displayed as well. Note to update the description, simply update the text and
then press the 'Update Description' button.
To view a configuration that has been built, click on the 'Show Config Info' button - this can take up to a minute to display
Note, if there are no Yolo Config Dir choices available, click on the 'Build Config/Model' which will bring-up choices to either re-build or build a new
configuration. For example:
click on the 'Build New Config/Model' button to build a new configuration. After a new configuration has been updated or re-built, be sure to update the
description panel and press 'Update Description'.
Once the build model configuration is complete, you can view the training and test images by clicking on the Show Images 'Training' and 'Test' buttons.
The results are shown in the Results Panel. In some instances such as full-frame images you may want to select the Large icon option. If you click on the
image (or open the image in a new window), you will see the image overlaid with the manually classified target(s). For ROIs such as CPICS plankton
images, this will just highlight the full image and display the associated class label.
4. To Train the Model, first select the latest weight-file or the backup file for continuing training. Then press the 'Train Model' button to start training. Note
that training can take up to several days.
5. To monitor the training results, press the 'Show Training Results' button.

To stop the training at anytime, click on 'Stop Training Model' and then press the confirmation button in the Results Panel.

6. To validate the model, click on the 'Validate Model' button. Validation takes approximately 1-2 minutes. When done, select a validation Threshold and
click on the 'Show Validation Results' button.

To view the validation images, click on the Show 'Validation Images' button

At the bottom of the Build/Train Model control panel are 'Show SysInfo', 'Purge Training Weights', and Admin Options. The 'Show SysInfo' button dynamically displays the system performance (see below) and the 'Purge Training
Weights' button deletes intermediate and usually unecessary model weight files. This can save a significant amount of disk space. To purge the Training Weights press the 'Purge Training Weights' button and then press the 'Confirm
Purge' button.

Auto Classify
The Auto Classify option within the Control-Panel, allows users to select a model that has been built, configured, trained, and validated. A run directory is then created and images are selected either ByEvent, ByTime, or ByImageList.
The auto classification process can then be started and monitored in real-time.

When Auto Classify is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for Auto Classify, and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated to
show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel shows the sequence that should be followed. So for Auto Classify, the steps are as follows:
1. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated.
2. Select the Yolo Config Dir from the pull-down menu.
3. Select the Yolo weights file to use. Typically the latest one is the best to use.
4. Select the Run Directory from the pull-down menu. Note the corresponding description for that run will be displayed. To update the description, simply update the text and
press the 'Update Description' button. To create a new run directory, press the 'Create RunDir' button
5. Select the minimum detection threshold. Recommend looking at the validation results for the initial value to use. The lower the number, more positive detections will be
detected along with a higher number of false detections as well. Note that a lower number gives some flexibility when displaying the detected results as the detection
threshold on the display can be tuned like a focus knob.
6. Select the input choice for images to auto classify. Depending on the selection, more choices will appear. ByEvent will list available event IDs (as setup from the Event
Manager), ByTime will allow you to specify start and end times, ByImageList will provide a menu popup list of available imageList files, and RealTime is only available
on a CPICS instrument.
7. Optional filters can be pre-applied to the input images to only classify images that match the selected filter criteria.
8. The results can either be Appended or Overwritten. By default, Appended is selected and is recommended to use as new wild images become available.
9. The select configuration files can be displayed (can take up to 1-minute to display them) by pressing the 'Show Config Info' button. To start the Automatic Classifier,
press the 'Auto Classify' button. To monitor the results in real-time, press the 'Show Status' button.
10. The Auto Classifier can be stopped anytime by pressing the 'Stop Classifying' button. Be sure to press the confirm button to stop classifying.
To monitor progress during Auto Classification, click on the 'Show Status' button. In the results panel you will see a table of classification names and detections (refer to
the table on the right). The top-line will show if the classify detector is running. Note that it may take up to a minute for the system to start detecting objects. At the bottom
of the table you will see an Class called no_matches. These are where there were no detections with the specified threshold for those images. To view the image results of
the auto classifier, select 'View Results' and click on 'Show Images Wild'. Below is an example of some auto classified images of copepods.

Classification Results
The Classification Results option within the Control-Panel, allows users to select specific runs from training set configurations and show the Training
Results, Validation Results, Wild Results along with the ability to display the Training, Test, Validation, and Wild images. There's also a Single Image
Viewer for interactively displaying the images. Users can export the classification results to a CSV file that can be imported into a spreadsheet.

When Classification Results is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the
options available for Classification Results, and the Class Reference Image Panel will be
updated to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel
shows the sequence that should be followed. So for Classification Results, the steps are as
follows:
1. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and the Class Reference Image Panel
will be updated
2. Select the Config Dir from the pull-down menu. Note the corresponding description
for that configuration will be displayed.
Select the Run Directory from the pull-down menu. Note the corresponding
description for that run will be displayed.
3. To show the selected configuration, press the 'Config Info' button (note that this can
take up to 1-minute to display). To view the training results, press the 'Training
Results' button. The training results will display the last few lines of the run logfile
and plots of the Training Error and IOU. A sample training results output is shown
below
4. To show the validation results, select a validation Threshold and click on the 'Show
Validation Results' button.

5. To show the wild results, click on the 'Show Wild Results' button
.
6. To show the Training, Test, Validation, and Wild images, click on their respective
buttons. Validation results will display the target(s) with their labels and prediction
probability.
When displaying Wild images, there are several options available including to Limit
the number of images displayed per class, only display the cropped target(s), use the
validation threshold, and show either all the detected classes or a specific one from the
pull-down menu. Finally, the size of thumbnail display can be selected.
The 'Single Image Viewer' link will open-up a browser based view to scroll through
training, test, validation, and wild images. This is especially useful for datasets that
have images containing multiple targets.
7. To show the abundance and size distribution, click on either the Validation or Wild
button. Note that the Validation Threshold is used for Validation abundance/size
distibution and for Wild if the Thresh option is selected in the Wild Options. Note
that the abundance plots can either be auto-scaled or the xmin and xmax range can be
set.
8. To export the CSV results from the image classifier, click on either the Validation or
Wild button. Note that the Validation Threshold is used when exporting Validation
results and for Wild if the Thresh option is selected in the Wild Options.

Examples
Training Results

Validation Results

Wild Results

View Products
The View Products option within the Control-Panel, allows users to select specific runs from training set configurations and show the Training Results, Validation Results, Wild Results along with the
ability to display the Training, Test, Validation, and Wild images. There's also a Single Image Viewer for interactively displaying the images.

When View Products is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for View Products, and the
Class Reference Image Panel will be updated to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel shows
the sequence that should be followed. So for View Products, the steps are as follows:
1. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated
2. Select the Config Dir from the pull-down menu. Note the corresponding description for that configuration will be displayed.
Select the Run Directory from the pull-down menu. Note the corresponding description for that run will be displayed.
3. Set the detection threshold from the pull-down menu, and optional use this for wild results. Note the validation and wild plots
can either be auto-scaled or the xmin and xmax ranges can be set.
4. To show the validation products/plots, click on Abundance, Size Dist, ProbDet, or All
5. To show the wild products/plots, click on Abundance, Size Dist, ProbDet, or All

Examples
Wild Results - Abundance & Size Distribution

Probability of Distribution by Classification

Classification/Enviromental Data Plots

Concentration by Classification Plots

Single Image Viewer
The Single Image Viewer is an interactive web-browser interface to view Training, Test,
Validation, and Wild Images from a specified TrainingSet. The viewer is launched from the
'View Results' option within the Control-Panel. Simply select the TrainingSet and
configuration/run directory and click on the 'Single image Viewer' link. A new tab with the
viewer will open. If no images are displayed, double-check that the correct TrainingSet and
Configurations were selected. Note the viewer is most-useful for datasets that have multiple
targets within an image.
At the top of the viewer, the DataSet, TrainingSet, and CfgDir will be displayed. There is
also a pull-down menu for the type of images to display. These currently include Training
Images, Test Images, Validation Images, and Wild Images. Note that the pull-down type
will also list which image you are viewing along with the total number of images in that
category (eg; Training Images [1/1389]).

Image Definitions
These are images that have been hand-labelled and used to train
the classifier. These will be displayed with the objects
Training
highlighted and labelled. The number of training and test images
Images
are determined by the validation test percentage which is defined
when the configuration files are built
These are images that have been hand-labelled and used to
Test
validate the classifier. These will be displayed with the objects
Images
highlighted and labelled.
These are test images that have been validated by the classifier.
Validation
These will be displayed with the detected objects highlighted and
Images
labelled with the classification name and probability of detection.
These are new images that were not used in training the model,
Wild
but use the model to detect objects. These will be displayed with
Images
the detected objects highlighted and labelled with the
classification name and probability of detection.

Single Viewer Examples

Export Classifier Results
The validation and wild results from the image Classifier can be saved as CSV files by using the Export CSV Results option from the
Classification Results Control-Panel. To download the results, click on either the Validation or Wild button and a download dialog box will
appear. Either save the results or open it with an application such as a spreadsheet program.

When Classification Results is selected, the options in the Control-Panel
will change to the options available for Classification Results, and the
Class Reference Image Panel will be updated to show the Reference
Images for the Selected TrainingSet. The control-panel shows the
sequence that should be followed. So to export the classifier results from
the Classification Results control-panel, select the TraingingSet,
Configuration Directory, and the Run Directory using the steps below.
Additionally, items such as configuration information, training/validation
results, and training/test/validation/wild images can be verified before
exporting the CSV results. Step 8 actually exports the data.
1. Select the Training Set from the pull-down menu and the Class
Reference Image Panel will be updated
2. Select the Yolo Config Dir from the pull-down menu. Note the
corresponding description for that configuration will be displayed.
Select the Run Directory from the pull-down menu. Note the
corresponding description for that run will be displayed.
3. To show the selected configuration, press the 'Config Info' button
(note that this can take up to 1-minute to display). To view the
training results, press the 'Training Results' button. The training
results will display the last few lines of the run logfile and plots of
the Training Error and IOU. A sample training results output is
shown below
4. To show the validation results, select a validation Threshold and
click on the 'Show Validation Results' button.
5. To show the wild results, click on the 'Show Wild Results' button
.
6. To show the Training, Test, Validation, and Wild images, click on

their respective buttons. Validation results will display the target(s)
with their labels and prediction probability.
When displaying Wild images, there are several options available
including to Limit the number of images displayed per class, only
display the cropped target(s), use the validation threshold, and show
either all the detected classes or a specific one from the pull-down
menu. Finally, the size of thumbnail display can be selected.
The 'Single Image Viewer' link will open-up a browser based view
to scroll through training, test, validation, and wild images. This is
especially useful for datasets that have images containing multiple
targets.
7. To show the abundance and size distribution, click on either the
Validation or Wild button. Note that the Validation Threshold is
used for Validation abundance/size distibution and for Wild if the
Thresh option is selected in the Wild Options.
8. To export the CSV results from the image classifier, click on either
the Validation or Wild button. Note that the Validation Threshold
is used when exporting Validation results and for Wild if the
Thresh option is selected in the Wild Options.

Exported Data Format
The first row is a comment-line beginning with a '#' and lists the export type (valid|wild), along with the dataset, trainingset, and threshold
information.
The second row contains the field name columns: imagename, probability of detection, bounding box xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax, classID, and
className.
The rest of the rows are comma-separated data.
#ClassifyManager Export: type=valid ds=BLIS2018 ts=TS.Subset.1/20181114_2005 thresh=.5
imagename
pdet
xmin ymin xmax ymax classID className
20181113_170202.817.6.png
0.983866 1
1
432
560
0
Argopecten
20181113_170302.484.5.png
0.986727 1
1
448
388
0
Argopecten
20181113_170322.650.1.png
0.990915 1
1
496
452
0
Argopecten
20181113_170327.317.11.png
0.993291 1
1
256
267.27
0
Argopecten
20181113_170430.486.1.png
20181113_170517.653.0.png
20181113_171838.985.0.png
20181113_133819.668.2.png
20181113_133819.982.0.png
20181113_133820.647.0.png
20181113_133820.813.2.png
20181113_133820.985.4.png
20181113_170202.817.6.png
20181113_170327.317.11.png

0.994066
0.995297
0.869236
0.951045
0.972109
0.9722
0.970605
0.973271
0.542922
0.501871

20181113_171838.985.0.png
20181113_171921.485.0.png
20181113_164002.650.1.png

1
1
1
1
1
12.83
1
1
55.29
1

368
416
365.20
288
206.46
272
242.88
244
432
211.17

377.02
446.42
447.24
356
336
248
192
196
548.41
272

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Argopecten
Argopecten
Crassostrea
Crassostrea
Crassostrea
Crassostrea
Crassostrea
Crassostrea
Mercenaria
Mercenaria

0.523945 1
1
0.642014 79.15 1

388
576

379.31
512

2
2

Mercenaria
Mercenaria

0.927549

292

397.66

2

Mercenaria

7.77

1
1
1
19.82
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Admin - Set Reference Image
The Admin Set Reference Image option is available with the the Manage Sets and the Manually Classify options of the Control-Panel. This feature is used to either initially set a
reference image or to change a reference image that is displayed in the Class Reference Image Panel.

When Manage Sets is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will change to the options available for Manage Sets,
and the Class Reference Image Panel will be updated to show the Reference Images for the Selected TrainingSet. To
access the set reference image option from within the control-panel, you need to select the Show option from the
Admin Options: Hide / Show choices. Then follow the control-panel sequences below.
1. Select the TrainingSet and #2 to Select an Image Class from the Class Reference Image Panel.
2. Once the class is selected, the images for that class are displayed in the Results panel (see image below).
3. Select the representative image to use as a reference image and then click the Set Reference Img button from the
Admin options. The reference image in the Class reference Image Panel should now be updated.
Note you can also set the reference image similary via from the Manually Classify option in the control-panel.

Admin - Auto Load Images
The Admin Auto Load Images option is available with the the Manage Sets options of the Control-Panel. This feature is used to
automatically load already pre-classified images that reside in subdirectories (classnames) under the image directory. Note that these images
are previous manually labelled by external software.

When Manage Sets is selected, the options in the Control-Panel will
change to the options available for Manage Sets. Click on the Show
option from the Admin Options to display the 'Auto Load Images' option.
Then follow the control-panel sequences below.
1. Select the TrainingSet and #2 to Select an Image Class from the
Class Reference Image Panel.
2. 'Auto Load Images'. The images will be copied over and the
classnames will be available from manage sets. Press the 'Refresh'
in the upper-right of the CPICS Viewer to reload the reference
image window. Note that reference images will need to be set for
each class unless those class references have already been set.

Admin - Clone Master
The Admin Clone Master option is available with the the Manage Sets options of the
Control-Panel. This feature is used to clone a Master Training Set and creates a sequential
numbered Subset Training Set. The Subset Training Set can then be managed independently
of the Master Training Set. Note the Master Training Set can be cloned multiple times, and a
new sequential numbered Subset will be created.
When Manage Sets is
selected, the options in the
Control-Panel will change to
the options available for
Manage Sets. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the 'Clone
Master' option. Then follow
the control-panel sequences
below.
1. Select the Master
TrainingSet
2. Press the 'Clone
TS.Master'. The
TS.Subset.1 training set
should now be available
in the Select TrainingSet
list.

Admin - Create TS User
The Admin Create TS User option is available with the the Manage Sets options of the
Control-Panel. This feature is used to create individual user training sets. User training sets
have both a Master and sequential numbered Subset Training Sets. Note the User Master
Training Set can be cloned multiple times, and a new sequential numbered User Subset will
be created.
When Manage Sets is
selected, the options in the
Control-Panel will change to
the options available for
Manage Sets. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the 'Create
TS User' option. Press the
'Create TS User' option and a
pop-up menu will appear for a
username. Enter the user name
(no spaces, only underscores
allowed).
The TS.username.Master
training set should now be
available in the Select
TrainingSet list.

Admin - Remove TS User
The Admin Remove TS User option is available with the the Manage Sets options of the
Control-Panel. This feature is used to delete a TS User account.
When Manage Sets is
selected, the options in the
Control-Panel will change to
the options available for
Manage Sets. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the 'Remove
TS User' option. Press the
'Remove TS User' option and a
status message will appear on
the bottom for confirmation.
The selected TS.username
training set should now be
removed and no longer
available in the Select
TrainingSet list.

Admin - Create Class
The Admin Create Class option is available with the the Manage Sets and Manually
Classify options of the Control-Panel. This feature is used to create class names. Naming
conventions should be consistent (such as capitalization) and not include any special
characters.
When Manage Sets is
selected, the options in the
Control-Panel will change to
the options available for
Manage Sets. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the 'Create
Class' option. Press the 'Create
Class' option and a pop-up
menu will appear for a
classname. Enter the classname
(no spaces, only underscores
allowed).
The classname should now be
available in the reference
image window. Refer to set
reference image to set the
reference image.

Admin - Rename Class
The Admin Rename Class option is available with the the Manage Sets and Manually
Classify options of the Control-Panel. This feature is used to rename a class name. Warning,
if a class needs to be renamed it should be done immediately after it has been created to
avoid mismatch of names once models and results have been processed. Naming
conventions should be consistent (such as capitalization) and not include any special
characters.
When Manage Sets or
Manually Classify is selected,
the options in the ControlPanel will change to the
options available. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the
available Admin options.
Select a TrainingSet and then
click on a ClassName from the
Reference Image panel. The
options will change in the
Admin options to include the
Rename Classname. Press the
'Rename Class' option and a
pop-up menu will appear for a
classname. Enter the classname
(no spaces, only underscores
allowed).
The classname should now be
available in the reference
image window. Refer to set
reference image to set the
reference image.

Admin - Delete Class
The Admin Delete Class option is available with the the Manage Sets and Manually
Classify options of the Control-Panel. This feature is used to delete a class name.
When Manage Sets or
Manually Classify is selected,
the options in the ControlPanel will change to the
options available. Click on the
Show option from the Admin
Options to display the
available Admin options.
Select a TrainingSet and then
click on a ClassName from the
Reference Image panel. The
options will change in the
Admin options to include the
Delete Classname. Press the
'Delete Class' option and a
pop-up menu will appear for a
classname. Enter the classname
(no spaces, only underscores
allowed).
The classname should now be
deleted and no longer available
in the reference image
window.

